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ABSTRACT

Program animation is the use of computer animation to visualize the behavior of algorithms and computer programs. In our presentation we shall discuss and show an experimental computer-animated film production about a variety of internal sorting methods. The algorithms and their relative efficiency are illustrated and compared visually in a number of ways.

L'animation de programmes consiste en l'utilisation de l'animation par ordinateur pour visualiser le comportement des algorithmes et des programmes. Dans notre présentation, nous montrerons et discuterons un film animé par ordinateur décrivant plusieurs méthodes de tri interne. Les algorithmes et leur efficacité relative sont illustrés et comparés visuellement de façons variées.

CMCCS '81 / ACCHO '81
Program visualization is the use of graphics to facilitate the understanding of programs by people. Graphics is to be interpreted in this context in a very broad sense, including the arts of animation, moviemaking, graphic design, and typography, and including the technology of interactive computer graphics. Program visualization is relevant to the production and maintenance of reliable software, and to the teaching of numerous aspects of computer science.

Program animation is the use of computer animation to visualize the behavior of algorithms and computer programs. The animation is typically generated semi-automatically from the computer program as it executes.

We shall describe and show an experimental computer-animated film production about a variety of internal sorting methods. Sorting Out Sorting is a 30-minute colour sound film which explains through dynamic graphics nine different internal sorts: three Insertion Sorts -- Linear Insertion, Binary Insertion, and the Shellsort; three Exchange Sorts -- the Bubblesort, the Shakersort, and the Quicksort; and three Selection Sorts -- Straight Selection, Tree Selection, and the Heapsort.

The algorithms and their relative efficiency are illustrated and compared visually in a number of ways: The title introducing each algorithm is first animated quickly using the technique. The method is then presented in detail through its operation on a simple example. Each group of three sorts is next compared with dynamic graphs illustrating their performance. They are then further compared in a race on a randomly chosen sequence of 250 items. The film concludes with a grand race of all nine algorithms running in parallel on a randomly chosen sequence of 2500 items.
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